RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT FOR ARTISTS ATTENDING
THE HEARD MUSEUM GUILD INDIAN FAIR AND MARKET

The Heard Guild Indian Fair and Market is built on the belief that artists attending this event will act with the highest integrity. While the Heard Museum and the Heard Guild are not responsible for advance orders taken by artists, the Museum and Guild trust that each artist will honor his/her agreements to produce and deliver artwork in a timely manner.

A legitimate customer complaint about advance payment followed by a failure to produce orders taken either at The Heard Guild Indian Fair and Market, or as a result of connecting with the artist at the “Market” will make an artist ineligible to show or sell at future Heard Museum Guild Indian Fair and Markets.

If there are any outstanding legal judgments due to non-delivery of his/her artwork held against an artist, the reputation of the Heard Museum Guild Indian Fair and Market may be compromised by having that artist attend our Market, and the artist will be asked to withdraw from the Market.
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